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Interdisciplinary Research atmosphere: 
 This University in its endeavor to carry forward its vision, special place for research 
development in the various faculty disciplines is being undertaken at the university. The 
medical, Nursing, Paramedical ,Pharmacy, Engineering and Management faculty housed in 
about 70 acre unitary campus, forms an amalgamation of academic minds transforming into 
new age technologies. The academic skill set of 601 faculties and students together with inter -
disciplinary coordination leads to innovative ideas being showcased for the development of 
the society. Synergy literally means the cooperation of various organizations or disciplines to 
produce a combined greater result and that’s what we aim as various faculties interact with 
each other and produce innovative projects that are actually through an inter Disciplinary 
Approach. The University has developed ecosystem for innovation through its special research 
centre ‘Centre for Scientific Research and Development (CSRD)’ inaugurated by then President 
of India. CSRD extends facilities through various laboratories viz. Biochemical Research 
Laboratory, Human Genetic Laboratory, Immunology Laboratory, Molecular Biotechnology 
Laboratory and Cell Technology Laboratory. The research undertaken in CSRD lie in the thrust 
area of University’s research policy viz., novel therapeutics from plants and microbes, 
epidemiological and biodiversity analysis and nutraceuticals as dietary supplements.  
Central research facility:  
CSRD provides research facilities to faculties and students for undertaking and concluding the 
research works in various disciplines. The People’s University has a functional Research 
Coordination Committee at university level in addition to Research Advisory Committee at 
Institute level to design, develop and extend proactive objective oriented and supportive 
framework directed towards efficient and effective functionality and measurable 
performances. The objective is to carry forward niche projects focusing on basic advanced 
specialized education in all the disciplines being pursued through faculties at the university. 
This platform leads to holistic practical oriented development of the manpower engrossed in 
various specialties. People’s University has already accomplished its “Thousand Research 
Projects” mission and is geared to further advance its research accomplishments through 
development of products, processes and patents. Our Research and Development business 
combines continuous innovation with state-of-the-art technology, enabling us to deliver best 
products, solutions and services. Working in collaboration with corporate industrial groups, as 
well as key customers in various sectors of the society, we are focused on growing value-
added technology and services based portfolio throughout the region, thereby also 
strengthening our educational operations. People’s University dreams of giving India the 
professionals, who can actually think, create research and innovate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


